Understanding Race as a Global Concept: Power, Access, and Policy
Feb 5, 12-1:30 pm

Suggested readings by speakers

Suggested by Dorian Brown Crosby, Assistant Professor of Political Science; Faculty-Mentor and Board Member of Spelman College's Social Justice Program

Book

Scholarly Articles

Poem
Warsan Shire. [https://seekersguidance.org/articles/social-issues/home-warsan-shire/](https://seekersguidance.org/articles/social-issues/home-warsan-shire/)

"Home" by Warsan Shire - SeekersGuidance
Warsan Shire is a Kenyan-born Somali poet, writer and educator based in London. Born in 1988, Warsan has read her work extensively all over Britain and internationally – including recent readings in South Africa, Italy, Germany, Canada, North America and Kenya - and her début book, ‘TEACHING MY MOTHER HOW TO GIVE BIRTH’ (flipped eye), was published in 2011. [seekersguidance.org](http://seekersguidance.org)

Song
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-zubg7rmfw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-zubg7rmfw)

"RUNNING" Refugee Song (World Refugee Project)
Released globally on World Refugee Day, we created a lyric music video for the song “Running” - featuring Grammy award-winning singer Gregory Porter and Academy award-winning rapper and actor Common. [www.youtube.com](http://www.youtube.com)
- Advancing Diversity and Inclusion: An Organized Approach Through a Medical Specialty Academy.
  AEM Educ Train Volume: 4 Page(s): S40 - S46
  02/01/2020 Authors: Pierce AE; Moreno-Walton L; Boatright D; Moll JL; Hicks MN; Druck J; Lopez BL; Oral E; Heron SL

- Why I Wear Red Shoes.
  Acad Emerg Med Volume: 26 Page(s): 710 - 712
  06/01/2019 Authors: Heron SL

- Making Promotion Count: The Gender Perspective.
  Acad Emerg Med Volume: 26 Page(s): 335 - 338
  03/01/2019 Authors: Madsen TE; Heron SL; Rounds K; Kass D; Lall M; Sethuraman KN; Arbelaez C; Blomkalns A; Safdar B; Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Equity Research Taskforce

  AEM Educ Train Volume: 2 Page(s): S31 - S39
  12/01/2018 Authors: Boatright D; Branzetti J; Duong D; Hicks M; Moll J; Perry M; Pierce A; Samuels E; Smith T; Angerhofer C

- Low Income Patient Diversity and Inclusion in Quality Patient Care: Your Story/Our Story A Case-Based Compendium
  09/01/2018 Authors: Taylor TR

- Female doctor Diversity and Inclusion in Quality Patient Care: Your Story/Our Story A Case-Based Compendium
  09/01/2018 Authors: Taylor TR

  Acad Emerg Med Volume: 24 Page(s): 1182 - 1192
  10/01/2017 Authors: Madsen TE; Linden JA; Rounds K; Hsieh Y-H; Lopez BL; Boatright D; Garg N; Heron SL; Jameson A; Kass D

- Why Diversity and Inclusion Are Critical to the American College of Emergency Physicians' FutureSuccess.
  Ann Emerg Med Volume: 69 Page(s): 714 - 717
  06/01/2017 Authors: Parker RB; Stack SJ; Schneider SM; ACEP Diversity Summit 2016 Attendees
Hospital-based, Multidisciplinary, youth mentoring and medical exposure program positively influences and reinforces health care career choice: "The Reach One Each One Program early Experience".

Suggested by Pushpa Parekh, Professor of English; Chair, African Diaspora and the World (ADW) Program, Spelman College


Related Readings on Origins and Implications of Western Ethos of Race and Black/White Binary


